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Future Events
Blacks Creek ……………………….……..…………….………………………….………..5th June
Spike 723 via Sabbath Calm………….……..………………………….……..…..…… 12th June
General Meeting………………….…….……….…………………………….….……......16th June
Eungella Tracks ………………………………………………….………………..….……19th June
Exploratory at Courtney Gap …………………………………………………..….….…26th June
Table Tennis Social ………………………………………………….……………………28th June
Cape Hillsborough…………………………………………………………………………..3rd July
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From the Editor
The South Molle camp was well attended and enjoyed by all. I’m sure it will feature again sometime in the future.
Walking around Airlie Beach on our return to the mainland, June, Aggie and myself were admiring some jewellery
and fascinators displayed in a shop window. We came up with the idea of having a party where the theme is to make
your own adornments out of things gathered in the bush. Keep that thought in your minds and Garry and I will host
the party later in the year. In the meantime be on the lookout for jewellery, belt or fascinator pieces in the bush.
A huge thank you to everyone who has contributed photos and write ups to the newsletter this month!

Items for the next newsletter should
be sent to
jennywooding@dodo.com.au
prior to June 24th

Key to Walks Grading System
Distance

Terrain

S = short – under 5km
M = medium – 5-10km
L = long – over 10km

Terrain

1-3 = Graded or open terrain, no scrub
1-3 = Easy, suitable for beginners
4-7 = Bush, minor scrub, rainforest,
4-7 = Medium, reasonable fitness required
Rocks, creeks, rockhopping, scrambling
8-10 = Hard, strenuous, fit walkers only
8-10 = Bush as above + thick scrub, major rock
Scrambling using hands, technical

Future Events
All trip leaders please ensure you collect the club gear bag from Garry before
undertaking your walk.

Please contact the leader to nominate for all walks
scratchy vines Expect: walking along creek
bank through scrub, some walking in soft sand,
and rocky creek bed, some minor scrambling,
This will be a relatively easy walk along the
banks of the picturesque Blacks Creek. There
should be plenty of opportunities for swimming
if it is still warm enough. You will need to bring
sunscreen and water for the whole day.

Blacks Creek
Sunday 5th June
Leader: Frances Eiteneuer 49576028
Depart: 7:00am
Journey: 130kms $13.00
Map Ref: Mirani 901423
Grade: M55
Estimated walking time: 5 -6 hours Total of
all uphill sections: 10 m Pace: average
Terrain: uneven, rocky and soft sand creek
bed Vegetation: some open rain forest,
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Spike 723 via Sabbath Calm
Sunday 12th June

Journey.: 200 kms.
Grade : M57

Leader: Garry Hendicott ph 49440236
mob(Jenny) 0447091532
Depart: 6:00am
Journey: 240km $24:00
Map Ref: Mirani 8655 Grid Ref 620 307
Grade: M67
Estimated walking time: 7 hours. Total of all
uphill: 450m. Elevation gain 300m.
Pace: average Terrain: very uneven underfoot,
a rocky section. Vegetation: open grassy
scrub. Expect: some very steep slopes (up and
down), long grass, spear grass, spectacular
views.

$20

Estimated walking time: 5 hrs. Total of all
uphill sections: 20 m. Pace: steady.
Terrain: track walking Vegetation: rainforest.
Expect: platypus sightings, leeches, variety of
flora and fauna, a good amount of exercise,
and possibly a walk to the kiosk at lunch time.
The plan is to cover the second section of the
Great Walk that starts near the Chalet and
finishes west of the mountains. Earlier in the
year we completed the first section, so this time
we will leave the cars at the Crediton end and
walk back to the Broken River bridge area, and
after lunch in the picnic grounds we will retrace
our steps. It is all track walking, and much of it
is along the river, and the length is slightly
shorter than the first section, but we will be
completing about 14 kms in total. It is a suitable
outing for those of us who enjoy easy walks but
don't mind a bit of distance.

Following a successful exploratory last June
camp it is time to let everyone have a go at
something different. This will be a loop walk
from and to the “camping” area at Mt Britton
Township. Our 8.5km journey will take us first
to the Sabbath Calm Battery site and from
there up a well defined but snaking ridge to the
base of Marling Spike 723. Some very steep
sections will be encountered on this ridge
(might need your hands) but they are of short
duration. We will not climb 723 (too dangerous)
but will eventually circumnavigate it in an
anticlockwise direction. Time will be available to
explore the saddle between Spikes 723 and
690 for lunch. After traversing the rocky but
interesting Northern slope of 723 there will be a
very steep descent and a beeline bash back to
the Township.
Gaiters are highly recommended, knee braces
optional.
Note the 6AM start.

Exploratory at Courtney Gap
Sunday 26th June
Leader: Telina Lambert
Town Coordinator: Coral Morgan 49578474
Journey: 80km $8
This walk will start at Celestine’s place on
Courtney Gap Road. We will follow the route
taken in the early stages of Telina’s walk last
year and then carry on further up the ridges to
the right. This could lead to a tower or even
close to Jordan Creek area. Expect a fair
amount of uphill and thick bush. Take plenty of
water. Destination unknown!

Induction 6.45pm/ General Meeting 7.30pm
Wednesday 16th June
Downstairs room, Mackay Family Care and
Community Support Association Centre 60
Wellington Street, Mackay. Newcomers and
visitors welcome. Induction Carole and Penny
Please phone leader for more information
regarding this walk.

Cape Hillsborough Bush and Beach
Sunday 3rd July
Leader: Carole Weekes 49546108
Depart : 7am
Journey : 100 kms.
$10
Grade. : M55

Sunday 19th June, 2016
Eungella Tracks from Crediton to Broken
River Picnic Ground return

Estimated walking time: 5 hrs Total of all
uphill sections: 300 m Terrain : graded
tracks and beach Vegetation : rain forest,
open forest, mangroves
Expect : scenic
views, fairly easy walking, insects.

Leader: Carole Weekes 49546108
Depart : 7am
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The plan is to cover all the tracks accessible
easily from the resort - the boardwalk, Hidden
Valley, the track up to the top at the southern
end, and the swimming pool track, finishing
near the Rangers hut. We may have to walk

through the park rather than along the beach as
high tide is at about 10 am, but it should be an
enjoyable day with good exercise on graded
tracks and a few uphill pulls. Bring sunblock,
repellent, and plenty of water as well as lunch.

Previous Activities
South Molle Island Camp
30th April to 2nd May
7 of us met and mine and Garry’s house at the indecent hour of 4.30am on Saturday morning. 3
Bushwalkers were way more sensible and travelled up to Airlie on Friday to stay the night and meet up
with us when we got there. Fran Limmage travelled up with her daughter and granddaughter who were
joining our camp for the weekend.
The early start was worth it as we found
ourselves deposited on the island by 7.30am.
We spent an hour erecting tents and having a
second breakfast before heading off on our first
walk. Off we went straight up the steep hill
behind the camp site at times on all fours as we
battled the long grass, and weeds but we found
the plentiful blackboys gave us good hand
holds. We did stop frequently to look back and
admire the views. Once on top it was easy to
find the ridge to take us down to the dam
although the long undergrowth complicated
things in places. Once at the dam we followed an old road until we arrived at the creek where we had
morning tea. Back on the road we went until most of us detoured up to Lammond Hill before heading off
to Paddle Bay.
At the bay some simply collapsed and were happy to soak up the views while most of us went to
explore Mid-Molle Island. We didn’t stay too long as we were concerned about the incoming tide. We
returned to enjoy lunch as a group at a relatively new table and shelter at Paddle Bay. Most of us then
headed into the water for a swim and snorkel. Garry and June standing at the water’s edge frightened
a cruising sting ray who bolted for deeper water crashing into my leg as it made it’s escape. Not sure
which one of us got the bigger scare but I’m sure I squealed louder than the stingray.
We cruised on to the old resort for a look around. The swimming pool and golf course seemed to be
well maintained but the unused rooms were in a sorry state.
Once past the resort we headed back on the track to Sandy Bay
and our camp. The weather was hot and we all felt it but once
we were back on top of the ridge the breeze kicked in which
helped a lot. At this point Frances took off and almost galloped
back to the campsite. We were weary on return after the early
start and we had walked 12.7kms. Some opted for another swim
and the rest just relaxed until an early dinner and bed time.
The next morning the plan was to head off at 8.30 and most
walkers had indeed left by then but Garry and I were fluffing
around and the last to take off. Garry went off to the toilet and I
decided to go and tell him I was heading off when there was a
great boom and the whole toilet block shuddered and shook. My
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goodness what was he doing there? The next thing he came racing out the door looking totally
shocked. We think a large rock had come loose and rolled down the hill and crashed into the toilet
block. It certainly hurried him up. We soon caught up with the others and headed up to Spion Kop the
high point of the island for morning tea. Back down we headed and Fran and family went off to Paddle
Bay for the day as they hadn’t joined us the previous day and the rest of us bashed our way down to
Oyster Bay. The tide was at it’s lowest and most of us had fun exploring the exposed reef and checking
out all the interesting creatures living there. I held up a sea cucumber for Aggie to look at – she
announced it looked like dog poo and refused
to hold it. She did eventually touch it although
somewhat reluctantly – I don’t think the
cucumber was too impressed either. Lots of
colourful crabs could be seen and a large
variety of small fish and a nautilus shell was
discovered. After lunch we worked our way
back up to the track and then on to Mt
Jeffrey. Here we came across a mountain
bike rider and a film crew complete with
drone getting some footage for an adventure
website. Straight down the side of the
mountain we went to short cut the distance
back to camp. We arrived back around 3pm which gave us plenty of time for another swim and some
more beach exploring. We had walked a little over 12kms again.
The boat arrived bright and early on Monday morning to collect us and we were back on the mainland
by 7am. We headed into Airlie for a yummy brekky before heading our separate ways. Most of us went
home via Cedar Creek Falls and they were looking spectacular with good flow.
Thanks to everyone who came along and for being so organised, especially with the money. Everything
went smoothly and I think we all found it to be a really nice camp in a beautiful part of the world. We are
so lucky to have it on our doorstep. Aggie is keen to book in for next year!
Jenny

Owens Creek Walk
Sunday 8th May
As eight walkers were about to depart the cars and
commence our walk, Frances noticed rain clouds ,Thankfully
as it turned out, we had a great day, with no rain.
Something was amiss on this walk, there were more men
than women, three ladies were outnumbered by five men. We
welcomed a new club member, Bruce, who was joining us on
his first walk.
We left the cars at 8.15 am and descended through high thick
guinea grass and emerged into a beautiful rocky creek,
flowing with crystal clear water. I could see that we were in for
plenty of rock hopping, We made our way up to the Big Rock,
a favourite morning tea spot. The group feeling refreshed and
rested, after our morning tea break,continued on. Some difficult areas to pass, along the creek bank,
forced us to walk higher along the bank ,in the bush. While in a section of bush, we came across a
snake skeleton, Peter noticed that it was actually two snake skeletons, the snakes had died together.
An interesting find and a great photo subject'. Tim stepped on a very much alive snake, which seemed
to head straight in my direction, fortunately for me, the snake was heading for cover. While walking
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higher along the creek banks, we did encounter
some wait a while. We continued on with a lot more
rock hopping and some wet feet.
The group reached
the lunchtime spot,
of the waterfall and
swimming hole at
11.55 am, we had
made it there in
good time. Penny was the only brave person to have a lunchtime
swim, in she went without, even a scream. The water did appear to be
cold, as the water hole was completely shaded from the sun. When
asked about the temperature of the water, Penny replied,” refreshing”.
After lunch we retraced our way back to the cars, we arrived at,3.20
pm. Frances arriving with dry boots and socks, with only a splash or two of water. Not so for the rest of
the group; I am sure there may have been a few pairs of very wet boots. Thankyou Frances for leading
the walk, we all thoroughly enjoyed walking Owens Creek, as the water level was up, it was a challenge
to end the day with dry feet. A great day, and I couldn’t have thought of a more pleasant way for myself
to have spent Mothers Day.
Deb

Robert’s Lost Falls
Sunday 15th May
“Hey Bob!” was the call that rang out during
our walk through the thickest rainforest. The
vegetation was quite dense and it was
difficult to see very far ahead. “Always make
sure you can see the person in front and
behind you” Coral wisely reminded us.
Our group of 9 consisted of Coral, Kevin,
Carole, Charles, Frances, Penny, Deb,
Therese & June. We were led by Coral and
Kevin through beautiful and diverse rainforest
to eventually come across the creek that flows down the Eungella Range as “Robert’s Lost Falls”.
We passed through beautiful rainforest and saw interesting fungi,
twisted and weathered big, old figs trees (that would have made great
“homes for gnomes”), tropical palms, moss and ferns of many
differing varieties. There was no wait-a-while fern, due to the higher
altitude, which was great. We
were fortunate to see a water
dragon, which we thought may
have been dead until Penny
bravely tried to pick it up…it was
NOT dead!!
We left at 9am forcing our way
from the road into the rainforest.
We then located a creek and
traced it along to it’s union with the creek that flows into Robert’s Lost
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Falls. The walk was shortened by cutting off the bends of the creek by going cross country. This proved
to be quite often very steep and in some cases required ropes for us to get down the slopes. We
walked in a lovely cool climate.
We arrived at the falls at 1.30pm, quite a bit later than we
anticipated, enjoyed a quick lunch and wonderful view of the
valley from the top of the waterfall before heading back at 2pm.
We were conscious of the fading light, but made exceptionally
good time to make it back by 4.30pm.
We did experience some leeches and a fall or two due to
slippery creek rocks, thick undergrowth and slippery logs. At the
end of the day there was some blood but many more smiles
and great sense of achievement for all. Very well done to Coral
and Kevin who had some tricky navigating to do!
June

The Bluff
Saturday 21st May
4 people undertook this walk and thoroughly enjoyed it. They spent a long time on top of the Bluff
enjoying the expansive views and cool breeze. After the walk they “glamped” it in style at Lyall’s and
enjoyed some gourmet damper.

Mt Britton
Sunday22nd May
Seven people left Mackay, at the early morning
start time of 6am. Three were collected on the
way at Eton, and the rest of the group, Coral,
Penny and Lyall were met up with at Mt Britton.
Coral and Penny had travelled earlier and
enjoyed staying with Lyall for a couple of
nights, the customary Boggle, was no doubt
played more than a few times. In all there were
thirteen walkers. We welcomed a new club
member, Rosie, who was joining us on her first
walk, certainly a challenging walk for a first club
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walk. Bruce, who had joined us on his first walk at Owens Creek, had returned to walk Mt Britton, we
were glad to see him back.
Finally we were organised, everyone wearing gaiters, off we went, straight into high thick spear grass.
Numerous hazards were underfoot, rocks, loose rocks, small gullies, fallen dead trees, branches and
holes. The group headed for The Arch, an amazing land mark which was to be our morning tea spot.
The hole in The Arch acted as a giant wind tunnel and we had to hold onto our hats as photos were
taken. Rosie had generously made an Apple and Maple Syrup cake for the group’s morning tea, almost
everyone enjoyed a piece of the cake. Penny
missed out on cake, as she was around the
corner enjoying the view. A few of us had two
pieces, thankyou Rosie for the cake, it was
very welcomed and enjoyed by all. Thankyou
Therese for volunteering to carry the cake in
your backpack!
Rested, we moved on towards Mt Britton, five
walkers were doing the Mt Britton walk for the
first time. On we went, hard going, loose rocks
and starting to get strenuous as the climb
became steeper. Higher on, we encountered a
tripping hazard, thick, tangled vines which just seemed to attach themselves to our boots. As we got
nearer to the top, we kept going that bit further, a bit further trying to reach the top, we were tired and
hungry, in need of a good rest, so lunch sounded great.
Lyall and Kevin continued on up to conquer Mt Britton. The rest of us had lunch, very near to the top
and a well earned rest, while high above soared a wedgetail eagle. We had good views of Mikes Peak,
The Comb and in the distance was Mt Robert and Clarks Pinnacle which gave us plenty to observe
whilst enjoying lunch. Lyall and Kevin made it to one of the three peaks on the very top of Mt Brittton.
After lunch we started our descent, very
steep, so one careful step at a time. Some
parts of the way down seemed safer to slide
down on our behinds, we all made good time
getting down and all arrived safely. The
walking was easier on our way back to the
cars, as less loose rocks underfoot, we had
to endure the relentless spear grass once
again, gaiters were a necessity on this walk.
Cars were sighted, I heard a cheer or two, we
had made it. Once back at the cars, people
seemed to change into fresh clothes, more
quickly than usual, relief from the spear grass
that had managed to work its way into clothing and socks. Coral and Penny stayed on for one more
night at Lyall’s, the full moon that night would have been magnificent at Mt Britton, without town lights.
We said goodbye and continued on to the Junction to sample some heaped servings of hot chips.
Thank you to Coral for organising and leading the walk, to Garry for showing us the way, to Kevin for
organising the town group. A great day out walking in the bush!
Deb
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